UNAVCO Facility Interim Report, October-December 2005 EAR-0321760:
Support of UNAVCO Community and Facility Activities
1.0 Quarterly Summary
UNAVCO supports projects of research investigators in the use of GPS and other high precision
geodetic techniques. These investigators include individuals, large collaborative projects such as
the PBO Nucleus, and the even larger multi-disciplinary, multi-agency EarthScope MREFC project.
Science investigations include the study of Earthquake processes, mantle properties, active
magmatic systems, plate boundary zone deformation, intraplate deformation and glacial isostatic
adjustment, global geodesy and plate tectonics, global change, and polar processes.
The UNAVCO Facility through this Cooperative Agreement provides engineering, equipment, data,
and information technology support to NSF- and NASA-funded efforts. As detailed in this report, in
the last quarter the Facility provided engineering and equipment support to a wide range of projects
in locations that span the globe. Notably, there was also a significant increase in the number and
variety of new proposals with 13 submitted to NSF in December requesting future UNAVCO
support if funded. This quarter the Facility began support of the “GeoEarthScope” component of
EarthScope. UNAVCO is providing support to Principal Investigators working on EarthScopefunded LiDAR, InSAR, and geochronology related deformation research projects. GeoEarthScope
is the Quarterly Featured Highlight and is discussed more below. UNAVCO data holdings and
usage continued to grow at a rapid, but manageable rate. This growth has been anticipated and has
been accompanied by substantial increases in Facility archive capabilities. Additional Community
activities include support of the community meetings, external Facility committees, and education
and outreach.

Figure 1. Samples of recent projects supported by the Facility include (left) installation of the Cayuga College, New
York, Geodetic/Atmospheric Suominet station, (center) UNAVCO GPS receivers were used by the Univ. of Nebraska
to measure surface velocity of the Baltoro Glacier, Pakistan, located near the base of K2 pictured in the background,
(right) two permanent GPS sites were installed by contingents from UNAVCO, Georgia Tech, New Mexico Tech, and
the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Geology in November 2005 north of Socorro, New Mexico, to measure motions
of the Soccoro Magma Body. These and other project highlights can be found at the UNAVCO website
(http://facility.unavco.org/project_support/highlights/2005/2005.html).

UNAVCO Community Activities
The UNAVCO Community has grown to 68 Members and Associate Members. In recognition of
the importance of the AGU Geodesy Section to the UNAVCO Community and the contributions of
UNAVCO members to the Section, a joint business meeting was held at the Fall AGU meeting in

San Francisco (Figure 2 below). As UNAVCO transitions from an annual community meeting to
biannual science workshop, UNAVCO consortium business will continue to be conducted at the
Fall AGU meeting. The 2006 UNAVCO Science Workshop will be held March 14-16 in Denver,
Colorado and has a full agenda with planned science sessions that include: Imaging, Transients,
Continental Deformation, Hazards, and Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) Geodesy.

Figure 2. The AGU Geodesy Section held a joint business meeting/reception with UNAVCO at the Fall 2005, AGU
meeting. (left) Geodesy Section President, Dr. Ben Chao. (center) President-Elect Dr. Jeff Freymueller presented the
Geodesy Section Award to Dr. Kristine Larson. Dr. Larson is the University of Colorado Member Representative to
UNAVCO and is also on the UNAVCO Board of Directors. “The Geodesy Section award is intended for individuals
who are early to mid-career, who show the potential to become AGU Fellows in the future, but who are not yet Fellows.
The award recognizes major advances in geodesy made by individuals who are members of the AGU Geodesy Section.
These advances can be in geodetic science, technology, applications, observations, or theory.” (right) Dr. Paul Silver,
Chair of the UNAVCO Board, led the UNAVCO business meeting.

Presented below are the Quarterly Featured Project, Engineering, Equipment and Data highlights
with support details and statistics. Section 2 contains detailed monthly reports for October,
November, and December 2005.

1.1 Quarterly Featured Project
Project: GeoEarthScope
UNAVCO Facility Project Manager: David Phillips
Funding Source: NSF EAR EarthScope MREFC
Currently Funded Principal Investigator: Falk Amelung, University of Miami
Project: Basin and Range InSAR funded by the NSF EAR EarthScope Program.
GeoEarthScope (GeoES), a part of the EarthScope Project, includes the acquisition of aerial and
satellite imagery - including LiDAR and InSAR - and geochronology in order to examine the strain
field beyond the decadal time scales available from the PBO geodetic instrumentation. The GeoES
Project Manager, David Phillips, was hired in September 2005. GeoES project planning and
support at UNAVCO began in earnest at that time. One of the first priorities was to engage the
community to generate awareness and interest in the GeoES program. Highlights of this effort
included the development of a GeoES web page, a GeoES one-pager, a GeoES poster, and
presentations that included or focused on GeoES activities at several major community gatherings
including the SCEC Annual Meeting, the EarthScope Northern Rockies Workshop, the GSA
Annual Meeting and the AGU Fall Meeting. The only GeoES project funded and officially
supported during 2005 Q4 was to produce a precise deformation map of the Basin and Range using
InSAR data (PI: F. Amelung). To support this project, UNAVCO personnel established contact
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with the European Space Agency and met with ESA officials during the FRINGE 2005 workshop in
Frascati, Italy to develop a system for the acquisition of InSAR imagery from European satellites.
While not funded as a GeoES project, the EAR funded “B4” project (PI’s: M. Bevis, K. Hudnut)
was a high-resolution imaging survey of the southern San Andreas and San Jacinto faults using
Airborne Laser Swath Mapping (ALSM, a.k.a. airborne LiDAR) that is regarded as a protoGeoEarthScope project. B4 LiDAR flights were conducted by the NSF National Center for
Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) Facility with ground support and GPS receivers provided by
the UNAVCO Facility. Preparations for future GeoES funded LiDAR projects were made during
this quarter using data collection, processing methods, and products from the B4 project as a model.
In December 2005, a proposal submitted to EarthScope for the acquisition of ALSM imagery in the
Eastern California Shear Zone (Death Valley/Fish Lake Valley, PI: J. Dolan) was approved by NSF
and support for this project will begin in 2006 Q1.

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

(3d)

Figure 3. Examples of the types of projects within the scope of GeoEarthScope: Airborne LiDAR. (3a) Image of the
San Andreas fault (courtesy of Ken Hudnut, USGS) and (3b) associated ground control survey using UNAVCO GPS
receivers being deployed on the San Andreas fault for the EAR “B4” project (Photo courtesy of Francine Coloma,
NSIDC). (3c) InSAR. Deformation of the Central Nevada Seismic Belt from 1992-2000 LOS velocity map (courtesy of
N. Gourmelen, U. of Miami). Falk Amelung, U. of Miami, is funded by EarthScope to image the Basin and Range. (3d)
Geochronology. A variety of geochronological techniques will be required to support projects that may range from
paleoseismology studies (example on the San Andreas fault near Wrightwood, CA) to mantle xenolith studies.

1.2 Engineering Highlights
NSF/EAR Program Support
Twelve UNAVCO member projects were provided engineering and equipment support during the quarter
(Table 1). The project mix included one campaign or mixed mode project involving episodic deployment of
personnel and equipment, eleven permanent networks involving new station installations or upgrade or
maintenance of existing stations, and support to PBO (see Figure 4 for recent examples). Ongoing
operations and maintenance support were provided to 271 permanent GPS stations in support of various
projects (excluding PBO and Nucleus, which are reported separately below), with approximately 65 trouble
or maintenance interventions required during the quarter. Proposal planning and budget development support
was provided for 13 new projects proposed under NSF programs that are pending funding. Funding
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supplement requests were submitted to NSF for 8 projects being supported in 2006. 31 new support requests
by members were accepted and are being scheduled throughout the year. A number of smaller projects were
provided technical support or equipment. 191 GPS receivers were purchased by the Facility and Community
members on the semi annual mass buy. 15 of those are available in the UNAVCO pool, the rest being
purchased for specific projects.
Project
Jalisco/Oaxaca

PI
DeMets

RETREAT II

Bennett

Cayuga

n/a

Guerrero Coast

Larson

Costa Rica

Dixon

Sierra Negra Volcano

Geist

USArray

Jackson

Yucca Mountain
Expansion
Socorro

Wernicke

Type
Permanent
Network
Mixed
Mode
Permanent
Network
Permanent
Network

Support Provided
Ordered and assembled equipment for 10
NetRs systems. Shipped units to PI.
Campaign and permanent station technical
and equipment support in Italy.
Permanent station installation.

Permanent
Network
Permanent
Network

Recon planning, project preparation.

Permanent
Network
Permanent
Network
Permanent
Network
Permanent
Network
Permanent
Network
Permanent
Network

University of Maine

Newman,
Aster
Hamilton

Ethiopia

Calais

SIGMA

Brooks

Pakistan

Bilham

PBO Network

Jackson

Permanent Network
O&M

Multiple

Proposal Planning
and Budget
Development

Multiple

Multiple

New Support
Requests

Multiple

Multiple

Equipment Loans and
Technical Support

Multiple

Multiple

Permanent
Network
Permanent
Network
Permanent
O&M

Troubleshooting and maintenance of the
Guerrero network.

Emergency response. Technical support for
receiver configuration and download
computer.
Supported establishing three new
continuous GPS stations east of Colorado.
Installation of 10 of 18 stations. Network
troubleshooting.
Installation of 2 SDBM monuments and
GPS equipment.
Shipped 2 receivers to PI.
Assemble 10 permanent GPS systems.
Configuration of GPS equipment and
Ethernet bridges for installation in
Argentina.
Data recovery and equipment purchase.
Multiple station reconnaissance and
installations were supported
Remote maintenance was performed on
approximately 60 continuous GPS stations
of 271 monitored.
Planning and budgeting support for 13
proposals submitted to EAR programs.
Funding supplement requests for 8
projects.
31 new support requests were evaluated
and accepted for UNAVCO member
projects in 2005.
Provided technical support to a number of
smaller projects Equipment loans were
provided to 9 projects not requiring
engineering support.
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Equipment Testing

Multiple

Testing

Pseudorange bias testing continued,
receiver/antenna compatibility table
created.
Table 1. NSF EAR Funded Projects Supported During Quarter

Figure 4. The UNAVCO Facility responded to a rapid response request by PIs Giovanni Sella and Roy Dokka to reestablish the Grand Isle, LA continuous GULFNET station that was damaged by Hurricane Katrina. GULFNET is a
multiagency supported continuous GPS network that is used for scientific research and navigation. Drs. Dokka and
Sella, who coordinate GULFNET, are active UNAVCO community researchers interested in causes and impacts of Gulf
Coast subsidence. Data from the Grand Isle station, in addition to supporting subsidence studies, will be used to control
aerial photogrammetric surveys being conducted to assess damage caused by Katrina. The UNAVCO Facility provided
a GPS receiver, VSAT terminal and related equipment to establish satellite Internet dataflow during this time of
enhanced need. Engineer Warren Gallaher and LSU staff members Anthony Cavell, and Richard Capone traveled to the
station located at the Grand Isle Coast Guard Station where emergency power was available but Internet
communications were severed. Grand Isle and other GULFNET data are available through the NGS, LSU and
UNAVCO archives (project conducted in September 2005, but previously unreported).

NASA/SENH Program Support
The UNAVCO Facility responded to approximately 245 individual trouble and maintenance issues
during this fiscal quarter (Q4). Maintenance included equipment, computer, and communications
upgrades at several GGN stations. Five new Linux computers were deployed to upgrade GGN
stations and in one location, to support the NASA L2C experiment. The wireless Internet upgrade in
Seychelles has been completed and a new Linux computer installed. The old Ashtech CGRS
receiver is not operational and will be replaced. Several GGN stations have faulty Ashtech CGRS
receivers that need to be replaced. Testing of replacement equipment is on-going, and new units will
be sent out as soon as testing is completed.
Five new NetRs receivers with Zephyr antennas were added to the UNAVCO community purchase
for GGN use. Two new NetRs receivers w/ chokering antennas were added to the UNAVCO
community purchase for deployment to GGN stations in Central Asia. Warranty repairs of Ashtech
receivers exhibiting (or in the serial number range of affected receivers) poor tracking performance
are ongoing and being executed by the manufacturer in a timely manner.
Support for the NASA sponsored L2C experiment is ongoing. Six (McMurdo, Fairbanks, Hawaii,
South Africa, Spitsbergen, and at UNAVCO Facility) Trimble NetRs receivers (and three chokering
antennas) have been deployed and are operational. To ensure the reliability of the equipment, the
engineering group did extensive receiver testing and troubleshooting work. In addition, three FC4
Linux computers were deployed in support of this experiment. Data is being collected and archived
at JPL.
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Work is still ongoing for a new equipment test station being planned in Boulder for investigation of
receiver and antenna performance, equipment mixing, and new GPS observables issues. Monument
design has been finalized with drawings and site plans. Miscellaneous parts are on order. Drilling
and concrete bids are being reviewed. The new prototype triangular monument gig has been made
and delivered to UNAVCO. The UCAR site permit has been verified to support construction of this
test monument.
A new "NASA Project" front page for UNAVCO Web was created and posted on the UNAVCO
web site, including an interactive station map. It can be seen at the following link:
http://facility.unavco.org/project_support/nasa/nasa.html
Planning for UNAVCO participation in the African Reference Frame (AFREF) project was begun
and work started on a UNAVCO Facility presentation at the upcoming project planning workshop
in Cape Town in January 2006. (http://geoinfo.uneca.org/afref/ for more information).
Normal coordination with JPL continued with the JPL project Manager visiting UNAVCO for a bimonthly meeting in October.

PBO Nucleus Project Support
18 upgrades have been completed this quarter, totaling 61 PBO Nucleus stations that are now
compliant with PBO standards, 31% of the 210 station network. Data flow and network health
continues to be a top priority, and the results have been excellent, with 97% of stations currently
healthy and data return at 93% since the inception of the project this past March. Data from all
stations are now processed by the PBO Analysis Center and currently account for approximately
half of all data used in PBO Data Products.
Synergy with PBO and other projects continues to be a cost-effective method of maximizing
productivity, with PBO, Facility, Nucleus, and sub-awardee personnel having combined forces
several times on a variety of projects. Highlights include the design and construction of
communication networks in Yellowstone, WY and Salton Sea, CA that are shared between Nucleus
and PBO stations, and new Facility-supported station installations in Socorro, NM that share
communications with the newly added Nucleus station on M-mountain, SC01.

Figure 5. (left) Nucleus station SC01 above Socorro, NM. (right) Station FRED near Fredonia, AZ, with wireless DSL
communications.
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Transfer of site permits from the original network operators to UNAVCO/PBO is now underway
with BARGEN, SCIGN, and EBRY activity being coordinated through the PBO Permitting Group
by sub-award funded network staff. A full-time Education Specialist, Rebecca Walker, has been
hired and is now developing classroom modules and coordinating outreach activities for use in
Nucleus and other UNAVCO projects.
EarthScope/PBO Project Support
The 2005 Cascadia Episodic Tremor and Slip event was observed by the first large scale
EarthScope-supported campaign GPS system deployment. PI’s Dan Johnson and Ken Creager of
the University of Washington and Rick Bennett of the University of Arizona carried out a joint
seismic/geodetic experiment with extensive UNAVCO facility field and archiving support. 29
Topcon GB1000-based systems, designed to be entirely self-supported, were configured in semipermanent mode on temporary monuments, designed by Dr. Johnson to comply with Olympic
National Park requirements. The systems and data were retrieved in October by a UNAVCOcoordinated effort after the tragic deaths of Dr. Johnson and his associate Prof. Tony Qamar in an
accident en route to retrieve the first data set.

Figure 6. (left) Campaign system installation in Clallam Bay, WA. (right) Map of campaign showing PBO and Nucleus
stations.

The solar-powered systems performed very well, with 85% return of high-quality data. Preliminary
results of the experiment, presented at the AGU Fall Meeting, showed that this new GPS technique
was able to resolve the event with remarkable spatial and temporal clarity. This experiment is
expected to change both the way that these silent earthquakes are understood and the method in
which GPS campaigns are conducted in the future.
Extensive discussions and meetings with high-level Topcon personnel resulted in commitments
from Topcon to continue to refine and develop their GB-1000 hardware, firmware, and user
interface to meet UNAVCO and Community needs. UNAVCO exercised its option to purchase 50
more of these systems in December, fulfilling the commitment to EarthScope to complete the 100
unit portable GPS pool.
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NSF OPP Project Support
The Antarctic field season is in progress with 25 separate projects using 80 GPS receivers
throughout the continent and offshore. Highlights include measuring variations in ice stream
velocities (24 receivers, Anandakrishnan and Bindschadler PIs), campaign measurements of
Transantarctic Mountains deformation (15 receivers, Wilson PI), and continuous data collection of
rifting on the Amery Ice Shelf (six receivers, Fricker PI). Eight continuous stations were also
installed or upgraded including sites in the Transantarctic Mountains, South Pole, WAIS Divide
Camp, McMurdo Station, and Mt. Erebus. Data retrieval from these sites include direct internet
connections, serial radio links, an Iridium satellite data link, and local data storage and
downloading. Support to these sites is an increased effort to support remote polar geodetic
infrastructure. UNAVCO is also working with the Antarctic geodetic and seismic community and
IRIS to develop a remote technology infrastructure proposal for the International Polar Year.

Figure 7. (left) Bjorn Johns (UNAVCO) and Larry Hothem (USGS) surveying the South Pole marker location. (right)
Mike Willis (OSU) and Seth White (UNAVCO) setting up a GPS permanent station testbed site at McMurdo Station.

Figure 8. (left) OSU/USGS/LINZ permanent station ROB4 at Cape Roberts. (right) Seth White (UNAVCO) connecting
radio antenna at OSU/USGS/LINZ permanent station ROB4 at Cape Roberts.

1.3 UNAVCO Community Equipment Pool
The UNAVCO-managed NSF shared pool of GPS systems continues to be a well-subscribed
resource for the high precision GPS research Community. The state-of-the-art and well maintained
and equipped receivers in the UNAVCO pool offer the best geodetic data quality, are rugged for
traditional campaign field surveys, and feature low power/large memory for semi-permanent
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applications. Receiver selection and systems integration is based on extensive Facility testing.
Systems include ancillary equipment such as tripods, calibrated tribrachs, batteries, field enclosures,
and solar panels. Equipment has been systematically upgraded through a separate Facility NSF
EAR I&F grant, supplements associated with specific PI projects, regular NSF OPP purchases, and
the new NSF EAR PBO campaign pool. There are currently a total of 240 receiver systems in the
pool of which 177 are not currently on long-term projects (Table 2). The number of receivers and
usage over the last year is shown in Figures 9-12. By maintaining a standardized pool of receivers
provided by multiple sponsors, UNAVCO achieves economy of scale both in procurement
discounts and technical support efficiency. Supporting multiple agencies with different field seasons
keeps the equipment pool in use nearly year-round with non-PBO equipment usage ranging from 30
to 100%. The PBO pool acquisition is in progress and will number 100 campaign systems by
FY2006.
Table 2. UNAVCO Receiver Pool. Table shows the quantities of receivers by funding source and type. The
“Available Pool” receivers are not currently assigned to long-term projects at the time of this report.
Make/Model
EAR OPP Total Assigned to Long-term Projects
Available Pool
2-Salton Trough 2005
Trimble NetRS
33
19
52
35
6-Mauna Loa 2005, 9-OPP
10-Denali EQ Response
Trimble 5700/R7
30
55
85
72
2-Barrow, 1-Toolik Lake
Topcon GB-1000*
51
51
51
3-SAGE-NZ, 6-MIT, 5-Antarctica, 2-U.
Trimble 4000**
26
8
34
13
Maine, 1-PBO Nucleus, 2-Baja, 2-Parts
Trimble 4700/4800**
1/2
3
6
6
4-Nisqually EQ Response, 7-Testing, 1Ashtech MicroZ/Z-XII** 10/2
12
0
U.Colo.
155
85
240
63
177
Total
*For projects in the EarthScope PBO footprint, ** Occasional use, but unsupported and being phased out by attrition
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Figure 9. The Trimble 4000 receiver pool is no longer actively maintained and continues to decrease in available
number due to attrition and assignment to long-term applications.
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Figure 10. The Trimble 5700 receiver pool is the mainstay of the portable campaign equipment pool and is heavily
subscribed over the year.
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Figure 11. The NetRS receiver pool is primarily intended for use in longer-term “semi-permanent” surveys. Several
times over the last year all available receivers were in the field. With anticipated demand for these systems additional
units have been ordered.
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Receiver Usage - Topcon
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Figure 12. The Topcon receiver pool was purchased for the EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory and use of this
equipment is primarily for EarthScope funded projects though other approved projects in the EarthScope footprint can
be considered. There are currently 50 Topcon campaign systems in the pool and an additional 50 receivers have been
ordered.

1.4 Data Management and Archiving
Holdings. Archive holdings in the online repository, which is the primary copy of all GPS related
files and products, total 0.94 Tb in compressed form (1.9 Tb when uncompressed to their usable
form). Holdings in the ftp pickup area, which is also the secondary copy of all GPS-related files and
products, total 1.3 Tb. The bar graph below shows cumulative archive data volume growth through
time for the primary copy of GPS files (includes the first 3 months of FY2006).
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Figure 13. Map shows the global distribution of the 8,769 GPS monuments with data in the Archive.

Permanent Stations. Currently, 812 active global permanent stations are being archived at
UNAVCO. Seventy-eight new PBO sites were added this quarter. An additional twelve sites from a
variety of global networks were added this quarter for automated daily archiving.
Campaigns. Archiving of 25 campaigns was completed this quarter. The 25 campaigns are: Barrow
Antenna Swap 2004, Akutan/Dutch Harbor 2004, Alaska Uplift 2004, Amchitka 2004, Antarctica
Support 2004/2005, Atka 2004, Baja South 1998 (revisit), Cascadia ETS Earthscope 2005, Central
Asia 2002 (revisit datasets 8 & 9), Costa Rica 2000, Denali 2004 (revisit), High Arctic Field Course
2005, K2 2005, Kenai 2004, Kuparuk 2005, Lebanon 2003, Lebanon 2004, Loma Prieta 2005, Mt.
Spurr 2004, Mt. St. Augustine 2004, Okmok 2004, RETREAT Italy 2005, San Andreas Fault Swath
Mapping B4 2005, Sanak 2004, STEEP 2004.
Plate Boundary Observatory Data Support. The IRIS mirror and ftp server for PBO data was
configured and brought online. A server to handle high-rate data from PBO was configured and
brought online. Interim data products archiving and flow to the ftp pickup area was implemented in
time for an October deadline, followed by full production for archiving of data products
implementation in December. A system for automated Archive database to PBO Operational
database notification upon archiving of each PBO file was implemented.
Nucleus Data Support. All historical data for 141 Nucleus sites has been archived, including
completion of the BARD and PANGA networks. Historical data for 61 stations of the SCIGN
network remains to be archived. 105 Gb of new and historical Nucleus data were archived for the
quarter.
GGN-SENH Data Support. Web development and supporting metadata entry were done in order to
be able to display all GGN and SENH sites and their status using Google Map technology (Figure
14).
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Figure 14. UNAVCO’s new GGN/SENH network status map uses Google maps to show the status of the network and
gives ready access to site metadata and links to the IGS status page and help facilitate improved network operations. To
access see: http://facility.unavco.org/project_support/nasa/nasa.html.

Data Pickup. For the quarter, a monthly average of 592,000 files were picked up from the Archive.
The pie chart below shows pickup traffic by domain.
Outgoing ftp by Domain
all other
ca
com
net

gov

edu

IT Infrastructure and Software. New servers were purchased and configured to drive the new tape
library backup system. A new server was purchased and configured to replace the aging ftp pickup
server. Software development for increasing throughput of automated archiving of permanent
stations resulted in at least an 8-fold performance increase.

1.5 Education and Outreach
Two major projects of the UNAVCO Education and Outreach group are intimately linked with the
Facility. The first is UNAVCO’s internship program, now called “Research Experience in Solid
Earth Science for Students” (RESESS) http://resess.unavco.org/. The months of October through
November involved establishing the website for the project, working with an external evaluator and
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NSF’s contracted group of American Institutes for Research to set up the formal evaluation of
RESESS, and extensive travel to establish partnerships with people involved in organizations
serving students of underrepresented populations. UNAVCO hosted students from the Society for
the Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science (Figure 15). Four of those students
had used Facility GPS equipment in various summer programs in 2005 and those students presented
papers at the SACNAS conference in Denver.
Rebecca Walker joined UNAVCO in September as Education Specialist for the PBO Nucleus
Project. Major accomplishments for this project during the fall included: setting goals and a
timeline for the first year of the project, interviewing college and university faculty who teach
general education courses in geoscience as to their interest in GPS related materials for their
courses, designing an evaluation plan, and scheduling workshops for faculty and teachers during
2006. We are engaging “GPS scientists” in the design and implementation of this project. Jessica
Murray and Tim Melbourne have contributed this fall.
The Education and Outreach group continues to work closely with the Facility staff in planning and
implementation of UNAVCO initiatives. During the fall, E&O worked on various upcoming
projects such as Africa Reference Frame (AFREF), two proposals to NSF Polar Programs, and short
courses for new users of UNAVCO equipment and various types of data. One-pagers to describe
the Facility’s services to the community have been revamped and are available at
http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/brochures/brochures.html.

Figure 15. Students from the Society for the Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science came for a
tour UNAVCO in October. As part of the tour, they learned about EarthScope, GPS technology and science, and
received a short tutorial on real-time kinematic GPS (above).
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Outreach at national science meetings is an important part of UNAVCO’s mission and this year we
had in addition to the UNAVCO booth at the GSA and AGU meetings a number of presentations
with contributions from UNAVCO Staff and Students. A sample of the AGU abstracts and session
presented is listed below.
AGU Presentations and Sessions with participation of UNAVCO Staff and Students
Geo-EarthScope Project Support at UNAVCO
Phillips, D A, W H Prescott, C M Meertens, M E Jackson, S Eriksson
Rapid Inflation Followed by Trapdoor Faulting in April 2005, Measured by Continuous GPS and InSAR at Sierra Negra
Volcano, Galapagos
Geist D, D Johnson, W Chadwick, S Jonsson, M Poland, C Meertens, W Gallagher, K Feaux
GEON Developments for Searching, Accessing, and Visualizing Distributed Data
Meertens, C, D Seber, C Baru, M Wright
Boundary Observatory and Crustal Deformation Posters
Presiding:K Feaux, University NAVSTAR Constortium; T Herring, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
PBO Facility Construction: GPS Network Status
Feaux, K, M Jackson, G Anderson, D Mencin, B Pauk, K Hafner, B Coyle, C Walls, B Friesen, and S Borenstein
GPS Installation Progress in the Southern California Region of the Plate Boundary Observatory
Walls, C, E Arnitz, S Bick, S Lawrence, K Feaux, M Jackson
GPS Installation Progress in the Northern California Region of the Plate Boundary Observatory Coyle, B., Basset, A.,
Williams, T., Enders, M., Feaux, K., Jackson, M.
Coyle, B, A Basset, M Enders, T Williams, K Feaux, M Jackson
The Plate Boundary Observatory: Data Management Progress and Highlights
Anderson, G, K Hodgkinson, M Jackson, J Wright
First Results From PBO Strainmeters On The Olympic Peninsula And Vancouver Island, Canada.
Hodgkinson, K, G Anderson, T Dittmann, M Gladwin, M Hasting, W Johnson, M Mee, B Mueller, S Venator, J Wright
Integrating Education and Outreach With Large-Scale Experiments I and II Posters
Presiding:J DeLaughter, EarthScope; J Taber, Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology; S Eriksson,
UNAVCO, Inc
Plate Boundary Observatory Infrastructure and Data Products in Education and Outreach
Eriksson, S C, K Barbour, E Lee
Providing Opportunities for Interdisciplinary Research through Partnering two Undergraduate Research Programs:
RESESS and SOARS
Pandya, R E, S C Eriksson
Geo-EarthScope Project Support at UNAVCO
Phillips, D A, W H Prescott, C M Meertens, M E Jackson, S Eriksson
Support of EarthScope GPS Campaigns at the UNAVCO Facility
Blume, F, N Feldl
Stalking the September 2005 Cascadia Episodic Tremor and Slip event: Results from a Dense GPS Deployment
Johnson, D J, K Creager, A Wech, R Bennett, F Blume, N Feldl
The Earthscope Plate Boundary Observatory Akutan Alaskan Volcano Network Installation
B. Pauk, M Jackson, D Mencin, J. Power, W Gallaher, A Basset, K Kore, Z Hargraves, and T Peterson
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Plate Boundary Observatory GPS Data Analysis
TA Herring, R King, S McClusky, M Murray, M Santillan, T Melbourne, and G Anderson
How Stable is the Mississippi Delta?
TE Tornqvist, SJ Bick, K van der Borg, and AFM de Jong
Tectonic Controls on Magmatism at Taal Volcano
Philippines, G A Galgana, M W Hamburger, E Corpuz, and B A Bartel
The B4 Project: Scanning the San Andreas and San Jacinto Fault Zones
M Bevis, K Hudnut, R Sanchez, C Toth, D Grejner-Brzezinska, E Kendrick, D Caccamise, D Raleigh, H Zhou, S Shan,
W Shindle, A Yong, J Harvey, A Borsa, F Ayoub, B Elliot, R Shrestha, B Carter, M Sartori, D Phillips, F Coloma, and
K Stark
Extending Ambient Noise Surface Wave Tomography to Continental Scales: Application Across the United States
Bensen, G D, M H Ritzwoller, N M Shapiro, A L Levshin
Locating the Source of the Twenty-six-second Microseism by Cross-correlating Records of Ambient Seismic Noise
Shapiro, N M, M H Ritzwoller, G D Bensen
Broad-Band Ambient Noise Surface Wave Tomography Across Eurasia: Early Results
Ritzwoller, M H, Y Yang, N M Shapiro, G D Bensen
Determining Rocky Mountain Front Seismicity: A Colorado Case Study
Viviano, C, G Monsalve, A Sheehan, G Bensen
Update on Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) Activities in the PNW Region
Hafner, K, P Gray, K Austin
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2.0 UNAVCO Facility Monthly Reports: October-December 2005
2.1 October 2005
Facility Data Group (Fran Boler)
•
•

Data Group staff provided background information for reports for the UNAVCO Board Meeting.
Data Group staff provided background information for reports for the NSF Management Review.

NSF/EAR Data Support
•
•

•
•

•
•

Routine archiving of permanent stations proceeded with 81 Gb archived.
Six new permanent stations were added for ongoing data management and archiving (Cayuga:
CAYU; Wasatch: ALUT; Yucca Mountain: HURR, KAYO, RUMP, SIXM). Currently, data
from 789 sites are actively managed and archived.
Archiving of five sites required significant manual handling to complete archiving due to data
flow issues or nonstandard file setup.
Archiving was completed for seven campaigns totaling 17.8 Gb this month
(AEIC/Barrow/Bering/Barrow Antenna Swap 2004, Akutan/Dutch Harbor 2004, Kuparuk
2005, Mt. Spurr 2004, Mt. St. Augustine 2004, Sanak 2004, STEEP 2004).
683,697 data files (136.6 Gb) were picked up from the ftp area during the previous month.
Data requests for three campaigns were filled totaling 7.5 Gb.

NSF/EAR NUCLEUS Data Support
• NetRS conversions for ten Nucleus sites (BILL, CPBN, CNPP, CORV, ECFS, GMRC,
I40A, ISLK, MAT2, MLFP) required new data handling procedures to be put in place.
• Historical data archiving for 14 sites of the SCIGN Network was completed.
NSF/EAR Plate Boundary Observatory Data Support
• Twenty-nine stations (AB48, AB51, P030, P051, P168, P236, P297, P307, P332,
P341, P345, P348, P403, P404, P439, P445, P452, P460, P461, P553, P557, P606,
P621, P672, P684, P709, P711, P721, P722) were added to the Archive metadata
databases and archiving of raw data with RINEXing was initiated.
• The LDM software on the primary data management system was upgraded to 64-bit
and the queue size was increased to 20 Gb, mainly to accommodate PBO data and
products.
• Testing of full archiving procedures for PBO products has begun.
• The new Data Systems Engineer was trained in metadata and data flow for PBO data.
• Software was developed to enable a push of records to the PBO Operations Database
from the equipment database to show the location of PBO equipment.
• Metadata sanity and consistency checking scripts were created; application of these
scripts resulted in multiple errors detected within PBO metadata that were then
corrected.
Information Technology Infrastructure
• Two additional servers for the UNAVCO tape backup system were received and
configured. Overall configuration and scripting for the backup system continues.
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•
•
•

Additional storage consisting of a tray of ATA disks totaling 3.4 Tb of space for the
Clariion was received, installed, and put online.
A new, faster server for the archive ftp pickup function was configured brought online.
The old ftp server was reconfigured to perform the seamless archive wholesaling and
retailing function and seamless archive software was installed.

Staffing
• A revised student assistant job description was prepared and the position was
advertised.
Software Development
• The general redesign of Archive database backed web pages in PHP initiated last
month is proceeding.
• Code that maximizes utilization of the system processor for each data management
system to speed up throughput during high data flow periods was implemented in
production archiving.
• Code for injecting data into the archive was streamlined.
• Code development and testing for archiving SINEX files, position time series files, and
velocity files is underway.
• A new version of TEQC was put in production for archiving. This version is also
available to TEQC-users as a beta for the next release.
Database Services to Headquarters, Facility, and PBO
• Inventory database and software troubleshooting was performed.
• A significant effort was invested to create PBO equipment reports.
• Maintenance was performed on the Purchase Request system.
• Staff worked to resolve a Solomon System licensing issue.
• Troubleshooting of the digital signature system for Solomon expense reports was
performed.
Engineering Group (Steve Fisher)
General
• Several group members helped prepare materials and participated in Board of
Director’s meeting.
• All project managers participated in NSF UNAVCO management review and helped
respond to follow up questions.
• All group members participated in sexual harassment training webinar.
• Hosted technical exchange visit by Olivier Charade of the Paris Geophysical institute.
Several group members were involved.
• Coordinated with Trimble to correspond with UNAVCO members on problems with
NetRS.
• Participated in Facility space planning for next year and beyond.
• Helped coordinate and evaluate new cell phone options for Facility personnel.
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•
•
•

Suggested to safety officer that we establish a risk awareness and assessment
procedure for foreign travel.
Advised at least three parties on UNAVCO membership and equipment purchase
program.
Closed out semiannual Trimble mass buy -- approximately 139 NetRS and 38 R7
purchased by Facility and members.

NSF-EAR University PI Project Support - J. Normandeau
Projects
• RETREAT (R. Bennett): Finalized project documentation and reports, archived all
data, handled return shipping of equipment.
• Yucca Mountain (B. Wernickie): Established dataflow for eight new sites through
Harvarf CfA, finished up documentation and report.
• Cayuga Souminet: Installed monument and GPS receiver, finished documentation
• Costa Rica (T. Dixon): Purchasing equipment, continued planning.
• Jalisco (C. Demets) Continued purchasing equipment for 6 new permanent stations.
• Oaxaca (C. Demets): Continued purchasing equipment for 4 new permanent stations.
• US ARRAY - Assisted with 2 more station installations. Emergency shipment of short
drilled braced monument materials and epoxy gun. Ordered remaining monuments.
Order and delivered VPN router.
• Galapagos (D. Geist) - Responded to emergency request. Assisted PI remotely to get
L1/L2 site GV01 back online. Worked with technician at Darwin station to reinstall
download computer's OS after mirroring
• attempt failed and computer completely crashed. Reinstalled installed WIGATE
software to get L1 sites back online.
• Guerro Coast (K. Larson) - continued working with Ashtech to repair failed receivers.
• Pico del Aguila anticline (D. Anistasio): Closed out project administration and PO
billing.
Permanent station O&M support
• BARGEN: SLID,EGAN,SPIC,UPSA,NEWS,SLI4,RYAN
• YUCCA: ASHN,BATM,HURR,
• Galapagos GPS Network: GV01-06
• Las Vegas GPS Network: UNR2
• Philippines GPS Network: KAYT,TGYT,TVST
• Northwest Mexico GPS Network: YESX,USMX
• SuomiNet-C GPS Network: SC01,SC03
• Bhutan: RBIT,TIMP
• Antarctica: CONZ
• Eastern Med.: IFRN
• Cotopaxi: CONE
PBO permanent network support

•

Assisted with installation of two short drill braced monuments in the Mohave in
Southern California (P606, P495).
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•

Upgraded 11 PBO sites in the East Bay area of Northern California to temperaturetested NetRS receivers.

Testing and development
• Pseudorange bias testing continues with low level of support.
• Established Zephyr antenna compatibility table with different receivers and posted on
web.
Planning and budgeting for new proposals or project supplement requests
• Missippi Delta (T. Tornquist) – planning and budgeting for new proposal.
• Coastal Louisiana (T. Dixon) – planning and budgeting for new proposal.
New support requests
• PBO Lake Tahoe Emergency Response
• STEEP
• Mid America Network
• Sierra Negra Eruption
• Scambos Iceberg
• Nicoya Costa Rica
• Coastal Louisiana
• PBO Network Maintenance
• CU Geophysics
• LM Gould 2005
NSF-EAR EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory Project Support

PBO Nucleus Project
• Upgrades of ten Nucleus stations: CORV (PANGA network, done by A. Miner),
CRRS, USGC, CNPP, MAT2, ECFS, ISLK, MLFP, BILL, CPBN, I40A, and GMRC
(SCIGN network, done by Delisimunovic, Bartel, Walls, Whitaker, and Aspiotes).
USGC included installing joint communications hub for P504
• Site visits to repair existing station configurations at CHAB (BARD network, M.
Enders) HCRO (BARD Network, R. Forster), SLID (BARGEN network, B. O'Neill),
NOMT (EBRY Network, M. Stickney and K. Smith) SCIA, RSVY GNPS, and SLMS
(SCIGN network, D. Delisimunovic)
• Remote troubleshooting at stations TSWY, AHID, HLID, BLW2 (EBRY network),
TIVA (BARGEN network).
Nucleus Network Summary: Upgrades to Date: 53, Upgrades this month: 10
EarthScope Campaign Support
• Abstract acceptance for poster presentation at AGU annual meeting on 12/6: "Support
of EarthScope GPS Campaigns at the UNAVCO Facility"
• EarthScope Campaign GPS System demonstrated at Geological Society of America
annual meeting, Salt Lake City, by C. Meertens, D. Phillips and others.
• Ongoing planning for Rio Grande Rift campaign, including permitting, siting, and
equipment design.
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•
•
•
•

Ongoing discussion with Topcon (S. Briggs, T. Morris) regarding hardware and
firmware improvements to GB-1000 systems, upgrades to existing units, and
impending purchase of 50 new systems in FY2006.
Testing and acceptance of new controller board firmware version 3.00 for GB-1000
receiver.
Coordination of hardware upgrades for memory expansion of the remainder of existing
GB-1000 stock (17 units).
Coordinated retrieval of 30 ETS campaign GPS systems following the death of PI Dan
Johnson on October 4 on the Olympic Peninsula. Blume and Feldl both traveled to the
field area and, along with personnel from the University of Washington (K. Creager, B
Steele, E. Flood, G. Casale, A. Raymond, E. Llona, Diane Johnson), the University of
Arizona (S. Thompson) Central Washington University (A. Miner), Western
Washington University (J. Crider), and PBO's Pacific Northwest Region (K. Austin
and K. Hafner), documented all installations, collected the systems at UW for return to
UNAVCO, and forwarded all data to the UNAVCO archive. The effort began on 10/9
and concluded on 10/30.
Campaign System Summary: 51 Total, 32 in-house, 1 at Cascadia ETS Campaign, 2 at
PBO NCAL (Coyle), 1 on MSH (Lisowski), 1 PBO RM (Kasmer/Friesen), 14 awaiting
upgrade/repair at Topcon factory. Total requested this month: 1

NSF OPP Support
Antarctic
• Procuring and preparing equipment and supplies for 2005-06 field season.
• Three staff deployed to McMurdo Station, Antarctica (Johns, Nylen, White).
• Upgraded McMurdo reference receiver MCMD to a Trimble NetRS.
• Installed Vaisala WXT-510 weather station and upgraded NetRS firmware to 1.1-2 at
GPS site CONZ on Mt. Erebus.
• Installed serial repeater at Truncated Cones on Mt. Erebus.
• Installed GPS test-bed site at McMurdo Station for pre-deployment testing remote
station instrumentation.
• Set up remote GPS/Iridium communications system at McMurdo test-bed site for predeployment burn-in.
• Removed obsolete Taylor Valley DGPS repeater.
• Performed strain grid survey on Clark Glacier, Wright Valley (K. Kreutz)
• Acquired eight new Trimble R7 receivers.
Arctic
• Acquired six new Trimble R7 receivers.
General Support and Infrastructure Development
• Working with Antarctic geodetic and seismic community, IRIS, to develop remote
technology infrastructure proposal for IPY.
• Attended Project Science workshop in Aspen, CO (Johns).
Equipment loan
• Amery Ice Shelf rift study project in progress (H. Fricker).
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NASA Program Support – O. Ruud
• L2C experiment fully deployed at following sites:
MCM4 operational
FAIR operational
KOKB operational
HRAO operational
NYAL operational
UNAC operational
IIR-M1 satellite launched Sep. 25th, operational Sep. 30th. L2C signal is not
continuously broadcasting.
Numerous related NetRs issues have been addressed (tracking unhealthy sv's, firmware
releases, etc.).
•
Marshall Test Site Installation:
Monument design finalized with drawings and site plans.
Misc. parts on order. Drill-rig and concrete schedule TBD.
UCAR permit is OK.
•
Two MicroZ receivers shipped to Thales for repair (non-warranty).
•
Site highlights:
CHPI Old MET-Pack returned (faulty), new unit tested and shipped down.
CORD apcupsd sw re-installed. Power situation has stabilized. Checking on
NASA-CONAE agreement to avoid having equipment returned next year.
CRO1 No word from locals on possible freq. standard interference.
DYR2 New site with better Internet connection is being investigated.
GLPS New computer shipped via US Embassy. Site back operational.
HRAO L2C eqp. and new rackmount installed. Ludwig has kept old RH5.2
computer (Ashtech RTNT) for now.
IISC Trying to arrange for new rackmount shipment.
KOKB L2C eqp. and new computer arrived and installed OK.
NSSP Possible cap problem w/ uZ rx. Will replace receiver ASAP. Sent out
IGSSTATION email regarding data problems.
PHLW Emailed with Rob and Salah for the return of the NASA equipment from
Egypt.
PIMO Updated log submitted w/ changes to first occupation and new cable info.
SEY1 Wireless installation finished 09/20. New computer installed, but uZ tracking
problems.
SUTH New computer IP assigned. RTNT operations restored thru local firewall.
Approximately 100 individual NASA trouble or maintenance issues were handled
during this month.
Geo-EarthScope – D. Phillips
• Community interaction to promote awareness of GeoEarthScope support at UNAVCO
including:
Teleconference meeting with Fred Pieper on Oct 3, 2005, at UNAVCO, Boulder, CO,
regarding services and software products available from Institute for the Application of
Geospatial Technology (IAGT) to support GeoEarthScope activities including LiDAR
data storage; included online demonstration of software. Attended by D. Phillips, C.
Meertens, T. Reynolds, F. Boler.
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GSA Annual Meeting, Salt Lake City, UT, Oct 17-19, 2005; GeoES poster displayed in
UNAVCO booth; GeoES one pagers distributed; good interaction with imaging and
geochronology community members including:
•
John Oldow, University of Idaho (ground based LiDAR)
•
Ramon Arrowsmith, GEON/ASU (LiDAR)
•
Christopher Crosby, GEON/ASU (LiDAR)
•
Warren Sharp, Berkely Geochronology Center (geochron)
•
Roy B. Van Arsdale, University of Memphis (geochron and LiDAR)
•
Ronald Bruhn, University of Utah (geochron and LiDAR)
•
David Foster, University of Florida (geochron)
•
Staci Loewy, University of North Carolina (geochron)
•
Marc Caffee, Purdue
Conversation with Kaye Shedlock at GSA Annual Meeting, Salt Lake City, UT, Oct 19,
2005; NSF still reviewing EarthScope proposal submitted this past deadline and it will be
several more weeks/months before UNAVCO is contacted regarding potential GeoES
projects; project management issues discussed; ground based LiDAR issues discussed.
Meeting with Bill Carter at UNAVCO, Boulder, CO, Oct 21; discussed LiDAR issues,
including potential collaborations between UNAVCO and NCALM; attended by D.
Phillips, W. Prescott, C. Meertens, R. Kelz.
• GeoEarthScope one-pager complete; final version distributed at GSA Annual Meeting.
Prepared by D. Phillips, S. Eriksson, K. Barbour.
• Ongoing interactions with Michael Bevis, Ken Hudnut and colleagues regarding
ALSM data processing and management.
• Ongoing investigation and evaluation of data management and interface systems (with
IAGT, GEON, private companies) in preparation for GeoES archive.
• Ongoing Activities:
Data request proposal for InSAR image.
Ongoing development of GeoES outreach materials
Additions to GeoES web page.
Equipment Group (Chuck Kurnik)
Facility Equipment Support
• Two NSF projects were shipped in October. This includes the 4tha and last Antarctic
shipment.
• Three NASA/GGN projects shipped in October.
• Spoke with Management Consultants about Gov’t Property issues.
• Investigating extending firmware warranty for 5700/R7. Trimble price is
$360/year/receiver.
• Sat in on meeting with Olivier Charade from Geophysical Institute in Paris. Sihombing
and Owen covered Facility process for tracking and preparing campaign equipment.
PBO/Warehouse Activity:
Boulder Warehouse
• Continuing to coordinate all Trimble RMA’s. 5 are outstanding.
• Meeting production and regional swap requirements for NetRS.
• Year 3 forecast: Completed time-phasing.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Year 2 data: comparing Solomon receipts with Inv DB receipts to ensure quantities
match.
Completed Government Property Report for NSF. In August, Accounting had prepared
sheet with about 300 receivers and antennas that were not found in Government
Property Report. All but 12 of these have been accounted for. These included USArray
and Yucca Mountain receivers and antennas, and Nucleus Zephyr antennas, and other
Facility purchases.
Bob Voitus, warehouse temp, starting again on 31 Oct.
24 enclosures have been shipped ahead and received in Boulder.
Solar Panel Mount design has been changed to address a security issue.
Working with McClory and Purchasing to determine what can be ordered before Dec
05 to address PBO and Facility overhead issues.
UNAVCO Annex is currently being used to store overflow (pallets of PV’s,
enclosures, etc). To be set up for strainmeters in the upcoming weeks.

Regional Warehouses
• Enclosures to arrive in late Oct/early Nov. Large shipments will be sent to regions
after assembly in early Nov. Meeting minimum regional needs until then.
Strainmeter
• Strainmeters due in Boulder on 7 Nov 05. Hasting to visit Boulder that week to instruct
Equipment Group on testing procedures, discuss BOM/kits, etc.
• Working with Hasting and Purchasing on alternate source for Kinemetrics cables.
QC Issues
• Color has not been changed on first batch of enclosures. Investigating cause with
supplier. This is 160 of 280 ordered. This will be corrected on next shipment due in
March 06.
• While doing the Government Property Report, discovered that there are ~40 PBO sites
that have not yet been entered into Permanent Station DB. The equipment associated
with these sites is untrackable until these sites are entered in the PSDB. DMIT is
addressing this issue.
• Inv DB: Solomon purchases having a PBO Item ID, Region, and account should be
going into Inv DB. Sometimes they do not. Working with Jeffries. This started
happening over the last month.
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2.2 November 2005
Facility Data Group (Fran Boler)
• At the request of community members, a proposal was submitted to SCEC for
archiving of data from approximately 95 sites of the SCIGN array that are not Nucleus
stations.
NSF/EAR Data Support
• Routine archiving of permanent stations proceeded with 106 Gb archived.
• Five new permanent stations were added for ongoing data management and archiving
(Yucca Mountain: ASHM, BATM, VONS; Antarctica Infrastructure: AMU2;
SuomiNet G: SG39). Currently, data from 812 sites are actively managed and
archived.
• Archiving of 16 sites required significant manual handling to complete due to data
flow issues or nonstandard file setup.
• Archiving was completed for six campaigns totaling 2 Gb this month (Cascadia ETS
2005, Central Asia 2002, San Andreas Fault Swath Mapping (B4) 2005, Barrow
Antenna Swap 2004, Lebanon 2004, Akutan/Dutch Harbor 2700).
• 358,136 data files (106.13 Gb) were picked up from the ftp area during the previous
month.
• Data requests for thirteen campaigns were filled totaling 1.5 Gb.
NSF/EAR NUCLEUS Data Support
• NetRS conversions for four Nucleus sites (CRRS, FRED, SC01, USGC) required new
data handling procedures to be put in place.
• Historical data archiving for 32 stations of the SCIGN Nucleus network was
completed. Historical archiving is complete for most stations with 4-character ID
lexically less than ISLK. About 68 SCIGN stations remain to have historical archiving
completed.
NSF/EAR Plate Boundary Observatory Data Support
• 36 stations (AB06, AB44, AB50, AC11, AC15, P021, P056, P060, P095, P108, P110,
P118, P187, P199, P228, P244, P252, P257, P272, P273, P274, P276, P349, P494,
P496, P502, P507, P508, P559, P565, P566, P583, P595, P622, P626, P676) were
added to the Archive metadata databases and archiving of raw data with RINEXing
was initiated. As of the end of November 251 stations have had data flow to the
Archive.
• The level 2+ products archiving process has been developed and tested. The directory
structure on data-out will change when this archiving procedure is in production so
implementation is on hold until after AGU.
• A meeting was held with DMIT personnel to address transfer of QC information from
the Facility to PBO, plans for transition to BINEX, plans for ongoing provision of
RINEX to the community, and addressing the increasing load on the Archive caused
by delayed and/or incorrect reporting of metadata for new stations and metadata
changes.
NASA/SENH Data Support
• At JPL request, data are being pulled for GGN station IISC with handoff to JPL (no
archiving).
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•
•
•

Troubleshooting assistance was provided for station CRAO.
Database additions were made to so that all GGN and SENH sites have a presence in
the UNAVCO database, even if data are not being archived.
Galapagos stations were added for data archiving.

Information Technology Infrastructure
• An unexpected error occurred on the Clariion system, requiring several days of effort
to rebuild to a normal state. System administration personnel are following up with
EMC for clarification on the cause and future prevention of such errors.
• Scripting for utilization of the multi-server tape library backup system was performed;
testing continues.
Staffing
• A new student assistant was hired to assist with permanent station archiving tasks.
Software Development
• The general redesign of Archive database backed web pages in PHP initiated in
September is proceeding.
• A PHP-based web system for access and delivery of campaigns depending on access
category (anonymous vs request) was designed and implementation began.
• Code for data products archiving was implemented and tested.
• Prototyping for incorporating a Google Maps-based view into Archive monuments was
begun.
Database Services to Headquarters, Facility, and PBO
• Changes to the Facility Project Support Request pages were planned.
• The UNAVCO Science Workshop web presence was implemented.
• A significant effort was invested to rework equipment database for retirement tools.
• Significant efforts were applied for Inventory process flow, including recoding the
receipts handling procedure.
Staff worked with consultants to troubleshoot issues with the Inventory system.
Engineering Group (Steve Fisher)
General
• Helped review AGU booth materials.
• UNAVCO Membership consultations with 3 parties.
• Reviewed AFREF project call for participation and began discussing UNAVCO role.
• Equipment purchasing consultations with at least 3 members.
• Assisted in ITAR compliance review.
NSF-EAR University PI Project Support - J. Normandeau
Projects
• Socorro (Andy Newman and Rick Aster): Installation of two short drill braced
continuous GPS sites over the Socorro magma body near Socorro, New Mexico. NetRs
receivers are online and data is downloaded and archived daily.
• Galapagos (Dennis Geist): Continued support for emergency request for support.
• Pico del Aguila Anticline 2005 (D. Anastasio): Continued dealing with shipping
problems.
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•

Jalisco/Oaxaca: (C. DeMets): Project prep, consulted PI on site design. Aassembled
and shipped 10 systems and ancillary equipment to PI.
• US ARRAY : Assembled remaining equipment for pickup. Ordered and delivered 10
monuments. Met with PBO data group to get data flowing to archive. Continued
support to project (planning, monument design,etc.).
• Guerro Coast (K. Larson): Continued working on RMA with Ashtech for failed
receivers.
• Yucca Mtn: (B. Wernicke): Troubleshooting new installations. Set up automated
download scripts. Documentation cleanup.
• Pakistan (R. Bilham): Retrieved data from receiver that was brought in by PI. Provided
budget to PI to purchase 2 NetRs receivers. Delivered one NetRs to PI.
• University of Maine Permanent Stations (G. Hamilton): Shipped 2 Trimble 400
systems to PI
• Costa Rica (T. Dixon): Recon planning. Trip scheduled for late January.
Permanent station O&M support
• BARGEN: TIVA, TOIY,TUNG,HEBE
• YUCCA: ASHN,BATM,HURR,
• Galapagos GPS Network: GV01-06
• Las Vegas GPS Network: UNR2
• Philippines GPS Network: KAYT,TGYT,TVST, L1 sites
• Northwest Mexico GPS Network: YESX,USMX
• SuomiNet-C GPS Network: SC01
• Bhutan: RBIT,TIMP
• Antarctica: CONZ, AMU2
• Eastern Med.: TETN
• Socorro: CARB, SC01
• USArray: LOZ1, WMOK, JCT1
PBO permanent network support
• Upgraded 10 PBO sites in N. California.
• Recon for PBO sites in NCAL.
• Completed necessary site documentation.
Testing and development
• Evaluated receiver and antenna power compatibility and made table for web site.
•
Planning and budgeting for13 new proposals and a number of project supplement
requests
New support requests
• Greenland Supraglacial Lakes
• PBO Alaska Recon Equipment
• Turkmenistan
• Ethiopia
• Guerrero Coast
• Pakistan
• Mt. Erebus
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Kennicott Glacier
Greenland Meltwater
Mid America Antenna Tests
Northern Canada GIA
Crete
Olympic Peninsula
Central Iceland Geodynamics
PBO RMR Recon
Mt. Oxford Ice Core – OPP
West Antarctic Geodynamics (WAGN) -- OPP

NSF-EAR EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory Project Support
PBO Nucleus Project
• Upgrades of four Nucleus stations: USGC and CRRS (SCIGN Network - part of joint
PBO radio network with P504), SC01 (SuomiNet/New Mexico Tech - new Nucleus
network adoption), and FRED (BARGEN Network)
• Site visits to repair existing station configurations at SLMS, RSVY (SCIGN) NOMT
(EBRY) SC00 (PANGA) TUNG, HEBE (BARGEN).
• Remote troubleshooting for stations TUNG, HEBE (BARGEN) CHZZ (PANGA)
NOMT,TSWY, AHID, LTUT, EOUT (EBRY) ISLK (SCIGN).
• N. Feldl participated in Facility-supported Sevilleta permanent station installation
(Andy Newman, Ga. Tech., PI) in conjunction with SC01 upgrade and network
reconfiguration. Extensive remote support and coordination from F. Blume on network
configuration and troubleshooting.
• Finalized firewall hardware purchase and administrative issues relating to the
establishment of VPN between UNAVCO and USGS Golden which will allow
operation of 21 Nucleus and USArray GPS stations through USGS VSAT network.
USGS is currently testing and configuring the system.
• Troubleshooting support for NetRS users in SuomiNet (J. Braun, UCAR) and GulfNet
(R. Capone, LSU) Bhutan, and Pakistan (R. Bilham, CU) projects.
• Continued transfer of station permits from Caltech to UNAVCO for BARGEN
network and began transfer process for stations in SCIGN and EBRY networks.
• Drafted Statement of Work for BARD subaward submitted to M. Murray and B.
Romanowicz at UC Berkeley and is currently under review.
• Detailed analysis of proposed restructuring of SCIGN subaward budget for year 2 of
Nucleus project.
• Integration of digital images of Nucleus stations into PBO's DIMS (ongoing).
Nucleus Network Summary: Upgrades to Date: 57, Upgrades this month: 4
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EarthScope Campaign Support
• Compiled meta-data and coordinated archiving of data from EarthScopesupported Cascadia ETS campaign with Facility Data Manger. Data were
delivered to co-PI Rick Bennett for immediate analysis on 11/5. Data return rate
for the entire experiment was ~80%.
• Extensive preliminary investigation of hardware and receiver firmware failures
that occurred during the ETS campaign. Problems were found with solar panels
and GB-1000 receivers, and they have been returned to their manufacturers for
further analysis.
• Perparation of site descriptions and photographs of ETS campaign locations.
Many of these sites are suitable for future PBO GPS and strainmeter installations
and have been forwarded to W. Johnson and K. Austin for reference.
• Ongoing planning for Rio Grande Rift campaign, including permitting, siting, and
equipment design.
• Ongoing discussion with Topcon (S. Briggs, T. Morris) regarding hardware and
firmware improvements to GB-1000 systems, upgrades to existing units, and
impending purchase of 50 new systems in FY2006. Meeting planned between key
UNAVCO and Topcon personnel on these issues for 12/6 at AGU in San
Francisco.
• Testing and procedural documentation of the Real-Time Kinematic GB-1000
systems (with B. O'Neill of PBO Permitting Group).
Campaign System Summary: 51 Total, 33 in-house, 1 missing from Cascadia ETS
Campaign shipment, 2 at PBO NCAL (Coyle), 1 on MSH (Lisowski), 14 awaiting
upgrade/repair at Topcon factory. Total requested this month: 0
NSF OPP Support
Antarctic
• Three staff and 75 receiver pool deployed at McMurdo Station, Antarctica (Johns,
Nylen, White).
• Reviewed 2006 ORW logistics proposals.
• Installed 3 receivers and power systems for 15 month continuous data collection
for Taylor Glacier calving study (E. Pettit).
• Relocated and upgraded South Pole permanent GPS system from the old station
(AMUN) to the new South Pole Station (AMU2) (J. Mullins/L.Hothem).
• Installed Trimble 5700 receiver with serial data telemetry at Mt. Fleming yearround GPS site (FLM5) in the Transantarctic Mountains (T. Wilson/L. Hothem).
• Installed Trimble R7 receiver with serial data telemetry at Cape Roberts yearround GPS site (ROB4) (T. Wilson/L. Hothem/G. Blick).
• Added RTK base capability to McMurdo “community” receiver at MCM4.
• Set up remote GPS/serial communications systems at McMurdo test-bed site for
pre-deployment burn-in.
• Performed shot hole surveys for ANDRILL Southern McMurdo Sound site survey
(D. Harwood).
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Performed strain grid survey on Commonwealth Glacier, Taylor Valley (K.
Kreutz).
• Performed Taylor Valley lake ice surveys (P. Doran).
• Donated five older pool receivers (Trimble 4000 systems) to Ralph Harvey for the
Antarctic Search for Meteorites (ANSMET) project.
• 24 pool receivers provided for ice stream velocity measurements (S.
Anandakrishnan/R. Bindschadler).
• 15 receivers deployed in Transantarctic Mountain Deformation (TAMDEF)
survey (T. Wilson).
• 8 receivers deployed for iceberg and iceshelf deformation and rifting surveys (D.
MacAyeal).
• Six pool receivers provided for Kamb Ice Stream velocity measurements (S.
Tulaczyk).
• Six receivers deployed for Amery Ice Shelf rift study project (H. Fricker).
• Four receivers provided for West Antarctic Ice Sheet strain grid surveys (K.
Matsuoka).
• Two receivers provided for aircraft positioning for Mt. Erebus plume sampling
flights (P. Kyle).
• One receiver deployed for precise position of the L.M. Gould research vessel for
iceberg imaging project (J. Helly).
General Support and Infrastructure Development
• Working with Antarctic geodetic and seismic community, IRIS, to develop
remote technology infrastructure proposal for IPY.
NASA Program Support – O. Ruud
• Started work on "NASA Project" front page for UNAVCO Web; working with
database personnel to create interactive station map.
• L2C experiment status continues to be supported.
• Marshall Test Site Installation:
Monument design finalized with drawings and site plans.
Misc. parts on order. Drilling and concrete bids being reviewed.
Triangular monument jig made and delivered to UNAVCO.
No news on Guadalupe Project from Javier or SCIGN Group.
• Site highlights:
AREQ NASA/HQ - UNSA agreement to be signed this month.
CHPI New MET-Pack installed, site operational.
CIC1 Emailed Francisco and Javier reg. missing log info for station.
CORD Checking on NASA-CONAE agreement to avoid having equipment
returned next year.
CRO1 Sent out IGSSTATION caution reg. clock performance. Faulty UPS
removed, _might_ have caused some problem (power, tracking, etc.).
FAIR Some data published w/o Maser clock due to Maser pwr. supply failure.
Restored. Sent out IGSSTATION email.
GLPS New computer installed. Site operational. Sent out IGSSTATION email.
HRAO Both L2C and RTNT operations and receivers now running off new
rackmount computer. Some Maser clock problems, Ludwig replaced cable.
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IISC Slow connection to JPL. UNAVCO archive is pulling and forwarding soc
files for five days. Also some firewall problems resolved locally. Trying to
arrange for new rackmount computer shipment.
MCM4 UNAVCO's (Bjorn's) NetRs added on Nov. 02 (doy 306) 2250 UTC.
50 ohm terminator removed from splitter port.
MSKU apcupsd upgraded to 3.10.18
NSSP Data publishing halted until new uZ can be shipped. No response from
US Embassy on request for shipment assistance. Will ship Unitrans.
PIE1 Working on H-Maser clock problems. JPL looking at NRAO clock plots,
etc. Will ship down new BNC Maser cable and possibly a new antenna cable.
PIMO Arranged for payment to Observatory for new cable installation, etc.
SEY1 Wireless installation turned on 11/03. Connection to computer OK. uZ
tracking intermittent. Locals checked antenna and cable. Problem seems to lie
w/ uZ rx. Will ship new unit.
Approximately 105 individual NASA trouble or maintenance issues were
handled during this month.
GeoEarthScope – D. Phillips
• EarthScope Program Director indicated that future GeoES activities may be
managed as focused large scale projects led by UNAVCO rather than through
individual PI proposals; a meeting with ES officials during AGU is planned to
review and advance this concept; in the mean time we are requested to downplay
the GeoES wording in the ES RFP.
• Established contact with officials at European Space Agency to acquire InSAR
data for GeoEarthScope (see Meetings section for related activities).
• Draft of ESA Category-1 InSAR data request proposal completed; however,
based upon subsequent meetings with ESA officials, this proposal will be
superseded by multiple Cat-1 proposals to be submitted directly to ESA (rather
than via the WInSAR consortium).
• Ongoing interactions with ALSM community regarding data processing and
management.
• ESA/ESRIN FRINGE 2005 workshop, Frascati, Italy, Nov 26 – Dec 1.
• Meeting with ESA officials at FRINGE 2005 workshop; introduced UNAVCO
and EarthScope to ESA and discussed tentative plans to acquire InSAR data from
ESA for GeoES; attended by Henri Laur, Wolfgang Lengert, Falk Amelung, Will
Prescott, David Phillips.

Equipment Group (Chuck Kurnik)
Facility Equipment Support
• Two NSF projects were shipped in November.
• No NASA/GGN projects shipped in November.
• Participating in interviews for Facility Sr Equipment Tech. Two complete so far,
expecting one more after AGU.
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Developed performance plan with Sihombing. Includes tasks for Sihombing to
complete, includes deadlines.

PBO/Warehouse Activity:
Boulder Warehouse
• Continuing to coordinate all Trimble RMA’s for NetRS with CF issue.
• Meeting production and regional swap requirements for NetRS.
• SC and NC have received partial quarterly shipments, PN is complete. After BR
ships, will complete SC and NC shipments.
• Working with IT and Facility to sell a firewall to USGS. This involved some retagging of other networking equipment.
• Working with Gallaher and drafter on AK Hut updates.
Regional Warehouses
• Spent 31 Oct – 3 Nov in BR region, performed maintenance on 7 sites.
•

Strainmeter
Worked with Hasting to develop detailed BOM for strainmeters. Working with
Etra to get prices.

QC Issues
Worked with Accounting and Susan Jeffries on Solomon/Inventory issues. Some
receipt transactions were not hitting Solomon tables properly, and some were not
hitting the Inventory database properly. As I release batches, I am tracking qty’s
and costs.
• Proxicast is having difficulty getting static IP’s from Verizon. Currently, CDMA
modems are being shipped with dynamic IP’s that can be changed to static
remotely when they are available from Verizon. We are continuing operations as
usual.

•

2.3 December 2005
Facility Data Group (Fran Boler)
NSF/EAR Data Support
• Routine archiving of permanent stations proceeded with 41 Gb archived.
• Three new permanent stations were added for ongoing data management and
archiving (Antarctica Transantarctic mountains: FLM5; Socorro: CDVV, PDBG).
Currently, data from 824 sites are actively managed and archived.
• Archiving was completed for two campaigns totaling 230 Mb this month
(Pakistan 2001, Pakistan 2005).
• 773,858 files (255.0 Gb) were picked up from the ftp area during the previous
month.
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Data requests for three campaigns were filled totaling 150 Mb.

NASA SENH Data Support
• 8 GGN sites were added to the Archive database for tracking and support of the
GGN.
• A Google-maps based web page was implemented to show all GGN and SENH
sites and their status.
NSF/EAR NUCLEUS Data Support
• NetRS conversions for one Nucleus sites (SBCC) required new data handling
procedures to be put in place.
• Historical data archiving for seven stations of the SCIGN Nucleus network was
completed. Historical archiving is complete for most stations with 4-character ID
lexically less than LSMT. About 61 SCIGN stations remain to have historical
archiving completed.
NSF/EAR Plate Boundary Observatory Data Support
• Nine stations (P032, P033, P058, P101, P112, P338, LOZ1, JCT1, WMOK) were
added to the Archive metadata databases and archiving of raw data with
RINEXing was initiated. As of the mid-December 259 stations have had data flow
to the Archive.
• The level 2+ products archiving process has been put into production. Forty Gb of
backlogged products were archived.
• Hourly data handling and archiving for Augustine sites (AV01, AV02, AV03,
AV04, AV05) was setup.
• A meeting was held with DMIT personnel to address errors in reporting of
metadata for new stations and for metadata changes.
Information Technology Infrastructure
• Backup documentation was drawn up for the Archive servers.
• A third 800-Gb LUN was installed in the enterprise RAID system for holding data
for ftp-pickup.
Software Development
• The general redesign of Archive database backed web pages in PHP initiated in
September is proceeding. Focus group interviews of various UNAVCO personnel
were conducted to help set requirements for the next generation of the Archive
PHP-backed web pages.
• Code for data products archiving was put in production
Archiving Operations
• An unrecognized problem with using the smooth time tags option for teqc
translation was recognized and corrected. Recovery required re-RINEXing about
2500 files.
• Archive database schema streamlining was implemented.
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The GSAC holdings of all wholesalers were read and stored in the database of the
new GSAC server.
The GSAC wholesaling software for publishing UNAVO holdings to the GSAC
was migrated to the new server.

Engineering Group (Steve Fisher)
General
• Several group members attended AGU.
• UNAVCO membership consultations with at least 3 parties.
• Caught up on user questionnaires for projects supported this quarter.
• Specified major improvements to project planning database and supported
implementation.
• Suggested revision to Facility web page and helping to coordinate
implementation.
• Purchased several more GPS receivers to support recently funded projects.
• Caught up on user evaluations for projects supported this quarter.
• Specified major revision to project planning database and supported
implementation.
• Outfitting 15 campaign boxes for receivers.
• Facility equipment functions are in transition to management under Engineering
Group as part of a Facility reorganization. The Facility portions of the current
Equipment Group will be folded into the Engineering Group starting 2006 and
PBO equipment functions moved under direct PBO management.
NSF-EAR University PI Project Support - J. Normandeau
Projects
• Jalisco/Oaxaca: (C. DeMets): Ordered monumentation supplies.
• Guerrero Coast (K. Larson): Received 3rd repaired MicroZ. Tested receiver.
Will ship systems back to Mexico on 12/20/05.
• RETREAT 2005 (R. Bennett): Check in and repair equipment coming back from
campaign project.
• Pakistan (R. Bilham): Delivered 2nd NetRs to PI that was ordered
• Costa Rica (T. Dixon): Coordination with local contacts, etc. for Jan. recon.
• Ethiopia 2006 (E. Calais):
Met with PI to discuss project plans.
Designed new monument for permanent installations
Outfitting 10 NetRS systems to be deployed at quasi-permanent sites.
Support PI with Ashtech downloading issues
• Tanzania (E. Calais): Planning meeting at AGU for summer 2006 campaign.
• Greenland Seismology (J. Davis): Provided PI with cost estimate of shipping.
• SIGMA (B. Brooks): Outfitting 2 ethernet bridges, building cables, testing NetRS
for permanent installation in January.
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Permanent station O&M support
• BARGEN: TUNG,HEBE
• Galapagos GPS Network: GV03
• Philippines GPS Network: KAYT,TGYT,TVST, L1 sites
• Northwest Mexico GPS Network: YESX
• Bhutan: TIMP
• Antarctica: FLM2, ROB4
• Eastern Med.: NAMA
• Socorro: CDVV, PDGB
• USArray: LOZ1, WMOK, JCT1
• Mount Washington: MTWO
PBO permanent network support
• Assisted in the installation of three deep drill braced continuous GPS sites in the
Southern California region.
• US ARRAY: Designed and built antenna mount for wellhead installation.
Testing and development
• Continued supporting to Pseudorange Bias experiment at low level.
Planning and budgeting for new proposals or project supplement requests
• Kilaeua (P. Segall) – 2006 supplement request
• Tanzania (E. Calais) – 2006 supplement request
• Nicaragua/El Salvador – 2006 supplement request
• Jalisco – 2006 supplement request
• Oaxaca – 2006 supplement request
• Costa Rica – 2006 supplement request
• San Andreas Fault LIDAR – 2006 supplement request for work completed in
2005
• Ethiopia (E. Calais) – Budget for PO for Purdue funded experiment
New support requests
• Greenland Seismology, Jim Davis
• Augastine Volcano, Jeff Freymueller
• SIGMA, Ben Brooks
• PBO Northern California Recon, Chuck Kurnik
NSF-EAR EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory Project Support
PBO Nucleus Project
• Upgrades of four Nucleus stations: SBCC, OAES and EWPP (SCIGN Network),
and FERN (BARGEN Network). Data flow was established for station ISLK
(SCIGN), which had been upgraded in October, through Caltech.
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Site visits to repair existing station configurations at BEMT and SLMS (SCIGN)
and MEE1, WINT (BARD).
Remote troubleshooting for stations TUNG, HEBE (BARGEN), CHZZ
(PANGA), LKWY, AHID (EBRY).
Permit transfer of 2 BARGEN stations to UNAVCO complete, others in progress
(R. Lewman).
Coordination of station transfer of MEE1, MEE2, QCYN, and GR8V from U of
Wisc (C. DeMets) to UC Berkeley (Murray, Romanowicz) under Nucleus
subaward.
Investigation of data anomalies at Nucleus stations SEAT, SEDR, PABH, and
PUPU (bad receiver clocks - will be upgraded early Jan.), LDSW (apparent
environmental effects), and ATW2 (apparent transient motion).
Support of new station installation and existing station troubleshooting in INL
hazard network (A. Holland and S. Payne PI's).
Coordination with EarthScope staff at AGU for publicization of Nucleus project
on EarthScope web site.
Discussion and planning of Nucleus E&O component with R. Walker and S.
Eriksson.
Testing of GSM modem capabilities in Proxicast Cingular-supported unit for use
in Nucleus and PBO. Current configuration is not suitable.
Year 1 Annual Progress Report submitted to NSF. Rate of data return for 210
station Nucleus network since project inception on 3/1/2005 has been 93%, and
current network health is 97% of stations, including 100% of the 61 upgrades.
Nucleus Network Summary: Upgrades to Date: 61, Upgrades this month: 4

EarthScope Campaign Support
• Blume and Feldl attended AGU Fall Meeting in SF (12/4-9), presenting two
posters: "Support of EarthScope GPS Campaigns at the UNAVCO Facility"
(Blume and Feldl authors, on 12/6), and "Stalking the September 2005 Cascadia
Episodic Tremor and Slip event: Results from a Dense GPS Deployment" (D.
Johnson, K. Creager, A. Wech, R. Bennett, S. Thompson, F. Blume, and N. Feldl
authors, on 12/9).
• Meeting in S.F. on 12/6 with representatives of Topcon Positioning Systems to
discuss issues relating to GB-1000 hardware, firmware, and user interface
improvements. Action plan was developed for timely delivery of desired changes
and improved communication procedures between Topcon and UNAVCO.
Attendees: F. Blume, M. Jackson, S. Fisher, and D. Wilson (UNAVCO), T,
Morris, D. Young, and S. Briggs (Topcon).
• Submitted purchase request for 50 GB-1000 receivers and 4 RTK systems,
completing purchase options in modified contract dated 6/23/05, completing
EarthScope campaign equipment purchases. Ancillary hardware will be purchased
in Q1 2006.
• Continued investigation and documentation of hardware failures during ETS
campaign.
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Meeting in S.F. on 12/8 with PI's of Rio Grande Rift project (A. Sheehan, A.
Lowry and S. Nerem CU, and M. Roy, UNM), including permitting, siting,
equipment design and testing, and data management planning.
Completed testing and procedural documentation of the Real-Time Kinematic
GB-1000 systems (with B. O'Neill of PBO Permitting Group).
Provided 4 Tech2000 antenna masts to Augustine Volcano emergency response
request from J. Freymueller (U. of AK).
Extensive planning of future Cascadia campaign activity with R. Bennett and
continuing analysis of past ETS event (R. Bennett, K. Creager, and K.
Hodgkinson).
Campaign System Summary: 51 Total, 26 in-house, 1 missing from Cascadia ETS
Campaign shipment, 3 at PBO NCAL (Coyle), 1 on MSH (Lisowski), 20 awaiting
upgrade/repair at Topcon factory. Total requested this month: 1

NSF OPP Support
Antarctic
• Three staff and 75 receiver pool deployed at McMurdo Station, Antarctica (Johns,
Nylen, White).
• Installed GPS base station WAIS as camp infrastructure at the WAIS Divide ice
core site.
• Installed Trimble NetRS receiver with Iridium satellite data telemetry at Fishtail
Point year-round GPS site (FTP1) (T. Wilson/L. Hothem).
• Upgraded power system at Cape Roberts year-round GPS site (ROB4) (T.
Wilson/L. Hothem/G. Blick).
• Deployed three receivers on Mulock Glacier for TIDES project glacier velocity
survey (S. Anandakrishnan/R. Bindschadler).
• Surveyed Lake Vida drill hole location (C. Fritsen).
• 24 receivers deployed for ice stream velocity measurements (S.
Anandakrishnan/R. Bindschadler).
• 15 receivers deployed in Transantarctic Mountain Deformation (TAMDEF)
survey (T. Wilson).
• Six receivers deployed for Kamb Ice Stream velocity measurements (S.
Tulaczyk).
• Six receivers deployed for Amery Ice Shelf rift study project (H. Fricker).
• Four receivers deployed for West Antarctic Ice Sheet strain grid surveys (K.
Matsuoka).
• Three receiver systems deployed for 15 month continuous data collection for
Taylor Glacier calving study (E. Pettit).
• Three receivers provided for soil stability surveys in Dry Valleys (J. Putkonen).
• Two receivers deployed for aircraft positioning for Mt. Erebus plume sampling
flights (P. Kyle).
• Two receivers provided for snow accumulation and lake ice surveys at Pony
Lake, Cape Royds (C. Foreman).
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One receiver deployed for precise position of the L.M. Gould research vessel for
iceberg imaging project (J. Helly).
One receiver provided for RTK stakeouts for statistical environmental monitoring
at McMurdo Station (C. Kennicut).

Arctic
• Three proposal letters of support provided for December 16 NSF-OPP Arctic
Research Opportunities announcement.
•
General Support and Infrastructure Development
• Working with Antarctic geodetic and seismic community, IRIS, to develop
remote technology infrastructure proposal for IPY.
Planning and budgeting for new proposals or project supplement requests
• FY06 OPP supplement request and misc. project requests submitted
NASA Program Support – O. Ruud
• IGS:
Helped with organizational planning.
AFREF: Continued planning and consulting project.
• Started work on AFREF presentation reg. site installations and GPS equipment.
• Reviewed NASA international agreements and developed list of ones soon to
expire. Planning with JPL to renew critical agreements.
• Started work on "NASA Project" front page for UNAVCO Web; working with
database personnel to create interactive station map.
• Marshall Test Site Installation:
Monument design finalized with drawings and site plans.
Misc. parts on order. Drilling and concrete bids being reviewed.
• Two MicroZ receivers shipped to Thales for repair (one warranty, one nonwarranty).
• Put in purchase request for five (5) new NetRs w/ Zephyr ant for GGN (on
UNAVCO community purchase).
• Arranged for PO and sent in purchase request for two (2) NetRs w/ chokering
antennas for Central Asia stations (CHUM and SELE upgrades possibly).
• New computers for SOLA, IISC, CIC1
• Guadalupe Project
No news from Javier or SCIGN Group.
• L2C experiment status:
Continued support.
• Site highlights:
AREQ New agreement NASA-UNSA signed. UNSA personnel back at
station.
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CIC1 Local power maintenance work at CICESE. Our computer pwr. supply
faulty, will send new computer (sent out IGSSTATION email). Francisco will
also get us the needed log info.
CORD Checking when eqp. will have to be returned. No agreement in place
to cover GPS work, will work on new agreement.
CRO1 Sent out IGSSTATION email canceling the earlier caution reg. clock
performance.
IISC More/same firewall problems resolved locally. Sridevi has installed new
MET3A unit. Will check config. and start up data collection.
MKEA Network connection so slow is was stopped. Sent out IGSSTATION
email regarding data delay. Checking w/ local personnel reg. delay.
PIE1 Working on H-Maser clock problems. JPL looking at NRAO clock
plots, etc. Will ship down new BNC Maser cable and possibly a new antenna
cable.
QUIN uZ (does not have caps replaced earlier) is showing tracking problems.
Will replace uZ.
SANT Some tracking and clock (Cesium) problems. JPL looking at receiver,
etc.
SEY1 uZ tracking intermittent. Locals checked antenna and cable. Problem
seems to lie w/ uZ rx. Will ship new unit. Site not operational.
Approximately 40 individual NASA trouble or maintenance issues were handled
during this month (thru December 15th).
GeoEarthScope – D. Phillips
• The NSF EarthScope Program Director has initiated a process to reevaluate and
potentially revise the GeoEarthScope support scheme and data acquisition plan.
This process was outlined and discussed with NSF program officers during the
AGU Fall Meeting (see meeting summary below). It is likely that GeoES project
support will move away from the current proposal-driven process outlined in the
ES RFP and into a scheme whereby targets are identified and prioritized by a
series of working groups with acquisition subsequently managed by UNAVCO.
• Four tentative GeoES working groups were identified, charged, and populated
with straw man membership lists: three target prioritization groups (InSAR,
LiDAR and Geochronology) and one acquisition group. These working group
lists and charters were delivered to Kaye Shedlock, Greg van der Vink and Paul
Silver on 16 Dec 2005 for review.
• Presentation at AGU Fall Meeting: “GeoEarthScope Project Support at
UNAVCO” by D. Phillips, W. Prescott, M. Jackson, C. Meertens; Paper Number
G21C-1285 (Poster).
• AGU Fall Meeting, Dec 5-9, 2005, San Francisco, CA.
Presentation: “GeoEarthScope Project Support at UNAVCO” by D. Phillips, W.
Prescott, M. Jackson, C. Meertens; Paper Number G21C-1285 (Poster).
Multiple meetings with PI’s and community members; notable sub-meetings
and presentations that took place during the week of AGU:
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WInSAR steering committee meeting on December 6, 2005, at the Argent Hotel,
San Francisco, CA. Attended by WInSAR membership, chaired by H. Zebker;
UNAVCO staff present included W. Prescott, C. Meertens, D. Phillips. Topics
included WInSAR management activities, including the search for a new host
institution. WInSAR’s host search committee recommended that WInSAR move
to UNAVCO based upon the proposal submitted by W. Prescott and D. Phillips;
however the final host decision deadline was delayed until January 2006.
NCALM steering committee meeting on December 6, 2005, at the San Francisco
Marriott Hotel, San Francisco, CA. Attended by NCALM membership, chaired
by R. Arrowsmith and R. Shrestha; UNAVCO staff present included W. Prescott,
D. Phillips. Topics included NCALM management activities and presentations
from NCALM members.
GeoEarthScope management meeting on December 8, 2005, at Moscone Center,
San Francisco, CA. Attended by K. Shedlock, G. van der Vink, P. Silver, W.
Prescott, M. Jackson, C. Meertens, D. Phillips. Topics included proposed changes
to GeoEarthScope support scheme and data acquisition plan (see Milestones for
details) and how to effect these changes.
Meeting with W. Sharp (Berkeley Geochronology Center) on December 8, 2005,
at Moscone Center, San Francisco, CA. Attended by W. Sharp, W. Prescott, D.
Phillips. Topics included potential geochronology projects and support options.
EarthScope Town Hall Meeting on December 8, 2005, at Moscone Center, San
Francisco, CA. General forum chaired by G. van der Vink and attended by
numerous NSF, EarthScope and UNAVCO staff as well as general community
members.
D. Phillips included as coauthor, and UNAVCO and GeoEarthScope recognized,
in the following presentation: “The B4 Project: Scanning the San Andreas and
San Jacinto Fault Zones” by M. Bevis et al., Paper Number H34B-01.
GeoEarthScope project support also recognized in the following presentation:
“Towards a Continental Scale Deformation Map of the Western Basin and Range
from InSAR” by N. Gourmelen and F. Amelung, Paper Number G51C-0845.
One new GeoES proposal was funded by NSF: ~ $92,000 for LIDAR acquisition
in the eastern CA shear zone (Death Valley/Fish Lake Valley); PI: J. Dolan, USC.
UNAVCO project support will begin in 2006.
Link to GeoEarthScope web page added to main menu of PBO web site
(http://pboweb.unavco.org).
Ongoing interaction with PI F. Amelung and ESA regarding InSAR data
acquisition.
Ongoing interactions with ALSM community regarding data processing and
management.
Ongoing additions to GeoES web page.
Ongoing development of GeoES outreach materials.
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